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Fortunate, serendipitous and destiny are some of the words which have paved way in 

our daily vocabulary, related to “luck”. The topic “luck” is highly debated. Does it 

really exist? If it does exist, how lucky am I? These questions need not be answered 

now since we assume that luck exists, and it affects our life in one or the other way. 

The question to be asked is whether luck plays a pivotal role in one’s life or not?  

Imagine you are preparing for your entrance exam with pure diligence, but on the day 

of exam you will fall sick, a moment of despair. People allay you by saying “It was 

not your day. Don’t worry, you will be lucky next time.” You were just unlucky. 

Another example from our daily lives related to luck: Imagine you are traveling from 

point A to point B via train. You might get seats to sit while travelling or you might 

not get. Its just a matter of “luck”. In any case, we can't infer that luck is exclusively 

enough for progress or disappointment in one's life. If you simply depend on luck, 

you might even bet about sun rising from west! This theme helped me to remember 

a popular apothegm - "Luck doesn't work unless you work." Your endeavors are vital 

in making your life successful.  

Let us consider another example of M.S Dhoni movie, who missed his initial 

opportunity but later became a successful cricket player in the Indian Cricket history. 

Hence, luck plays an important role in one’s life only if he/she has worked hard 

persistently. Luck is with the person who works for it, not with the person who just 

dreams for it. 

 On a concluding note, luck plays a key role in one’s life and we ought to comprehend 

that everything comes to us at the right time. At some point we botch an opportunity 

and surmise that is the end, however our fate needs us to be at some better place. So, 

we simply need to endeavor to play out our best without questioning the process. 
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